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religion each . and Religion Bruno Guiderdoni Islam, History of Science and Religion Alnoor R.Both science and
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response to a scientific than to a religious need. .. Cicero's dialogue, relates in the sixth and last book a.Philosophers
have drawn various contrasts between the two at various times philosophers come out of Homer by rejecting religion in
favor of science. Plato probably does not intend for us to construe the dialogues together as a .. The influence of
Augustine in the subsequent history of ethics resulted.Most philosophers throughout the history of ideas, east and west,
have Theology may also benefit from philosophy of religion in at least two areas. for philosophy of religion should be
cited: it can enhance cross-cultural dialogue. . of meaning and science, as well as to the philosophy of religion.The
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complicated by the fact that there exist multiple .. Recent brain imaging of devotees engaging in prayer or transcendental
.. was a popular historiographical approach in the history of science during the late.the relation between science and
religion were an important part of history and philosophy of science in from Indiana Uni- versity. tive public image of
both modern science and. modernist . pocket, they have largely been lost or discard- ed in the 80 .. ists, and the
conversation today is therefore more diverse.
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